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Family and friends will enjoy hours of entertainment while viewing the amazing 3D illustrations found

in this #1Â New York Times bestseller.Embedded within each image of Magic Eye: A New Way of

Looking at the WorldÂ is an enchanting 3D object or scene that materializes before the

viewer&#39;s eyes. Simple viewing instructions and a solution key are included.
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Magic Eye(r) ignited the worldwide 3D craze of the 1990s. In fact, Magic Eye I, II, and III appeared

on the "New York Times" best-seller list for a combined 73 weeks. More than 20 million copies of

Magic Eye books have been sold in more than 25 languages. The weekly newspaper syndicated

comic strip has appeared in newspapers around the world since 1994 and became the fastest

start-up syndication in the history of Universal Press Syndicate. Online: magiceye.com

harrypotter.warnerbros.com/harrypotterandthehalf-bloodprince/dvd/index.html

Classic book! I always loved these posters and books when I was a kid, so I just had to buy this

book for my kids! I still haven't gotten them to master the technique to see the hidden 3D pictures,

but it's still fun to look at the book myself! At least this gets them to get their eyes on something

other than the ipad!

I have been a fan of these books for years! Now my students love them too! You have to practice a



bit. First, hold your nose to the book, and then pull it away very slowly. It will take several tries. It

explains it all in the instructions. You absolutely cannot study the picture to see a hint as to the

"floater" or 3-D effect. I have tried and tried - which is part of the fun. I also love that they show you

the picture "answer key" in the back of the book. (I got 3 of these books and am writing the same

review for each.)

Boy I missed having this book on my coffee table. It's a blast seeing which of my friends can get it to

work and which can't. Even more fun is watching their faces when they get a picture for the first

time. I have yet to see someone put this book down until viewing every single picture after they

figure out the trick!

I purchased this as a bit of nostalgia from my younger years. The book is just as I remember it! It

does take a little time to get yourself focused correctly if you haven't done these in awhile. Great for

kids as well, as long as they're okay with the practice time to get themselves to see the pictures.

Once you get the hang of it, this book will be most enjoyable. My children (ages 32, 28, & 23) spent

hours with this book when they were young. I decided to buy it a couple of weeks ago as a gift for a

nine year old child. He too, is enjoying it immensely !!!!

I was at an AIRBNB and saw this book- and had to buy it for my own Air bnb.! Its so cool.. I have

never seen anything like it. This would be a great kids gift, waiting room book, party activity...

Nothing like a blast from the past! I really liked to "find" the hidden pictures in 3D posters back in the

90s, but the posters were at my workplace. Now I have access to 3D anytime I want it!

why do i have to review this, either you know what it is and love it or you don't
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